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Well… Steven Utopia may not exist, but what he said is not impossible. However many 
forces effectively make such a vision impossible. Unless the forces are controlled.  

ERP Life Cycle Management Workshop 
The forces that make ERP projects so subject to difficulty, high costs, 
and dashed results are fully examined in our all-day workshop ERP 
Life Cycle Management. The major segments of this workshop are: 

ERP market status – Recent trends that overall are not good for ERP buyers. 

Enterprise Software Strategy Planning – detecting the right time for ERP improvements. 

ERP Selection – Bullet proof process for real success. 

ERP Implementation Control – How and why the buyer must lead with proper 
knowledge and resources to avoid mediocre results. 

High-value leaning points are: 
Modern ERP – The real potential in ERP projects today. 

Cloud ERP – Understanding the benefits, risks, and pervasive hype. 

ERP that depends on third-party software to work in your industry – What to watch for.  

Planning for ERP change – Instead of having problems drive change. 

ERP selection techniques – Critical parts to really get right. 

ERP acquisition costs – Aggressive techniques for initial on ongoing cost control.  

ERP contracts – Absolutely awful for buyers and what to fix.  

Selecting an implementer – Why proposals and methods should hold little relevance. 

Buyers controlling the implementation – Why this is critical and how to effectively do it.  

This education exposes participants on how to break free of legacy techniques and assumptions 
of the ERP industry to seek real excellence. It’s presented by Mark Engleman and his team, 
national ERP project experts—and is based on the learning of over 900 ERP projects since 1996. 

The next all-day 
workshop event is 

being held on 
Thursday, August 24th 
in Pittsburgh PA. Click 

here to learn more 
and to register. 

 

 

“Our ERP project was a lot of fun— 
really no hassles. We came in under budget 

and completed ahead of schedule.” 
Steven Utopia, COO ‐  

Fantasy Land Manufacturing Corp. 

https://www.softselect.com/workshops-conferences/

